
The Boy Who Made 
The World Smile

By Matthew Goodman



For Elizabeth, my angel...





The story begins,
with a happy little boy.
He has just received,

A new social media toy.



Happy Birthday, Matt

Make the world smile!

press smiley to engage

Welcome to



His parents are there,
to help buckle him in.

They say their goodbyes
The boy excitedly logs-in.



Make the world smile!
press smiley to engage
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powered by

Username
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MattGoodman
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Login



A mission is assigned,
It’s very worthwhile.
The boy blasts off 

to make the world smile.



Accept



He enters a date,
And then inputs a location.

He’s off to the future,
But not for a vacation.



Enter Date

Input City



Colors explode,
As the craft enters warp-speed.
The boy gets a jolt of adrenaline

A positive boost to succeed.



Blast off



As the clouds part,
The boy sees his hometown.
Everything looks the same,

Except for one thing on the ground.



Refresh



To locate his friends,
He must filter the smiles.

Eighteen show up
Within ten square miles.



Filter friends



One smile in particular,
Catches his eye.

He zooms in closer,
To see the reason why.



Zoom in



He responds with a message,
intended to inspire.

He adds a cool hashtag,
And hopes it will go viral.





Plop,
His smile hits the ground.

Will anyone notice it?
Will its message resound?





The first to connect,
Is his buddy Joe.

He resmiles the smile,
And encourages it to GO!





Quickly the smile spreads,
Lighting up the nation.
It touches all corners,

It’s an incredible sensation.





It picks up momentum,
As it crosses the ocean.

It reaches the Middle East,
On a wave of positive emotion.





It lands in Syria,
in a schoolyard in Damascus.
A teacher snaps a class photo

Her students are estatic.





Smiles rain down,
All across the capital.

An alert is broadcasted,
The euphoria is palpable.

Smiles spread





City after city,
The smile zone is extending.

It’s now gone viral,
The entire Middle East is trending.





The outbreak is full-on,
It can’t be contained.

The media hovers over,
Smile War 1 is proclaimed.

Peace in the Middle East is proclaimed



Peace!!



The treaty is drawn up,
and sent to each citizen.
The boy signs his name,

He’s accomplished his mission.





A global celebration kicks-off,
From Tibet to Rio De Jeneiro.

Dignitaries send their congrats,
The boy is a global hero.





The boy ascends higher and higher,
to a place where spirit shines.

He gets more appeciation
from the angels on Cloud 9.





Could it get any better?.
Could it be anymore fun?

Of course!
The boy joins the Smile High Club.





After several days of jubilation,
the fun finally subsides.

He meets up with the little girl,
who began this amazing ride.
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As the clouds give way,
They see a memory from their past.

It’s the moment of creation,
It’s a moment that will forever last.





The adventure is over,
But it’s not the final chapter.

Billions join the boy,
To write their...



......Happily Ever After.

(add more planes with children)


